Automated
Storage Solutions

MINILOAD

Flexible, high capacity
automated storage systems
to maximise efficiency
Ever changing logistical challenges have required
modern warehouses to evolve and adapt to meet
these challenges. Automated storage solutions
create a “goods-to-person” system which
allows businesses to improve their workflow and
warehouse efficiency.
Whether the requirement is for a warehouse
designed with racking as it’s structural support, or to
utilise the height of the warehouse, Quickline is able
to meet these needs with innovative automated
solutions.
Automated solutions offer a range of benefits,
including a reduction of handling errors, safer
working environments and improved management
of stock.
Quickline have partnered with The Ferretto Group to
offer automated warehouse systems exclusively in
the UK.
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CLAD-RACK
Clad-rack is a system which involves the warehouse being built by using the racking as the
building structure. As such, the racking provides the structural support for the building envelope,
including wind and snow loadings. The dimensions for the warehouse are calculated using a
number of factors, such as weather conditions, to ensure complete structural safety, and can
be build to a maximum height of 40 metres.
To build the system, the racking is constructed first, with the building envelope then built around
it. Automated systems, such as cranes and shuttles, can be incorporated as part of the install
process. The entire automated warehouse connects to most corporate ERP systems.
Quickline will manage the project, from initial design to installation and testing. As part of a
turnkey solution, civil engineering works, along with electrical and fire systems, can be included
as part of the process.

AS/RS
MINILOAD
Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems
(AS/RS) provide Goods-To-Person (GTP)
automation to improve buisness efficiencies
and improve warehouse work flow. By using
stacker cranes, AS/RS solutions offer high
load bearing capacity, with a maximum
height of 40 metres and weight of up to 1,500
kg per load.
Stacker cranes can be supplied with single
or double mast frames, depending on their
operational needs. Complete with telescopic
forks to retrieve pallets, AS/RS can improve
storage capacity by storing goods on single
or dual depth shelving.
This solution can optimise warehouse
storage by taking advantage of the height
of the warehouse, whilst offering fast and
accurate goods retrieval, in a safer operator
environment.

PALLET SHUTTLE
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Pallet shuttles are an effective and efficient solution for high density storage as they can
handle a large number of pallets in multi depth locations. By running on rails within storage
channels, the shuttle system loads and unloads palletised goods at their designated area
before returning to a home station, from where they are ready to pick the next order.
The system can handle a variety of standard pallets, with a payload of 1,500 kg per pallet,
whilst covering every range of working environments, including ambient, chilled and frozen
temperatures.
The shuttle can operate in offline manual mode or connected to the corporate ERP system, via
Ferretto Group’s EJLOG management system.

MINILOAD AS/RS
Miniload is designed to provide high picking
and storage performance for light goods in
containers, plastic boxes and trays, up to a
maximum weight capacity of 500 kg.
By using stacker cranes, miniload systems
can retrieve goods quickly and accurately,
delivering them to the operator at their work
station. Thanks to the speed and accuracy of
retrieval, miniloads are ideal for high turnover
goods.
Miniload provides high density storage by
operating to a maximum height of 25 metres,
thus allowing inventory to be stocked high
and reduce the number of aisles.

HANDLING SHUTTLE FAST RING
MINILOAD
Fast Ring is a flexible monorail shuttle that connects the whole automated warehouse to
improve the flow of goods.
A number of shuttles run along the monorail system, offering high capacity transportation
of goods from the automated picking systems to packing stations and dispatch areas,
providing continuous movement and flow of goods.
As a modular system, it is easy to increase the number of shuttles inline with business
requirements, whilst its flexibility allows changes in layout and flow as required. The shuttle
integrates with most corporate ERP systems.

VERTICAL LIFT MODULES (VLM)
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The Vertimag Vertical Lift Module (VLM) is the ideal solution for the storage and management
of materials of any shape, weight and size. It allows you to take advantage of the height of a
warehouse, decreasing footprint up to 1/10.
The automated vertical storage system is made up of two sides of racks accommodating
metal trays and served by a lift device. It can be equipped with Ergo-Tech, a Ferretto Group
exclusive solution, which features a further lift underneath the bay inside the structure making
it possible to obtain the flows of a dual-level bay, always maintaining perfect ergonomics.
The flexible configuration allows trays the be positioned at varying heights, depending on the
type of unit load to be stored. The product range is offered in 15 models and 6 different types of
picking bay.
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